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problem statement

As of 2021, just under 6.4 million people born in Canada had at least one foreign-born parent in 2021, representing
17.6% of the total population. (1) A large part of the population in Canada is made up of immigrants, and with more
diversity comes greater complexity. For example, children of Indian immigrant parents are faced with manipulation,
guilt, and control which is normalized within Indian families and culture. The stereotypical Asian dad threatening
their kid to become a doctor may be a meme, but it is really an outlet for kids to find comfort in knowing they’re not
alone. Several issues arise in the lives of the children of immigrants such as dependance, the use of religion and
finance as control, isolation, and guilt. 



challenge

Many 20-somethings find it difficult to deal with the added pressure of experiencing Canadian
culture and trying to bridge their own cultures. A person trying to navigate their future can find it
challenging to deal with clashing cultures that come with different expectations. Immigrant kids face
systematic barriers such as inadequate counselling or therapy and limited connections that prevent
them from understanding or balancing their lives. There aren’t enough resources for this
demographic of 20-somethings. 



opportunity

Build NOW WHAT into a community for Canadian 20-somethings with immigrant parents,
and provide the resources that are lacking. This is where NOW WHAT comes in. 



insight

Uncovering a narrative and defining an identity are battles that most
children of immigrants in their 20s living in Canada have to face. 



the big idea

The official guide bringing together first-generation 20-somethings navigating the big question...NOW WHAT?



audience

Canadian 20-somethings with immigrant parents. 



goal

Build a strong and safe community through different modes of communication that
give our intended target a platform to learn from each other, interact with each
other, and grow together. These platforms will allow the presence of a space where
20-something immigrants residing in Canada can lean on and thrive off of.



strategic solution

NOW WHAT is a multi-faceted space for 20-somethings with immigrant parents that helps them
balance a life influenced by intergenerational pressures and issues that arise in their daily lives. 



strategic overview
brand ecosystem



E-commerce Site

Instagram Page 

Spotify Podcast 

OOH Advertising

Card Game

Merchandising 

AI Collaboration Page

Therapy Intake Form

Community Events



Awareness

I want to figure out myself.

I want to be part of a community.

Where and how do I begin?

Finding people to talk to on social media.

Look for self-help books or podcasts to help figure out their identity.

Trying to manage relationships with friends/family.

Thoughts Actions

CONFUSION
FEAR
ANXIETY



Consideration

I want to have a closer relationship with my
family/friends.

I want to have more open conversations
with family.

I want to meet new people who’ve shared
the same experiences as myself.

Compare the relatability factor of different self-help
podcasts/social media accounts.

Talk to friends and family for recommendations.

Consider what NOW WHAT has to offer.

Thoughts Actions

CURIOSITY
EAGER 
DETERMINED



Use

Is this service helping me improve myself?

Is this service helping me improve my
relationships?

Is this chosen community positively
impacting my life?

Interacting with the services on NOW WHAT’s website.

Attending community events organized by NOW WHAT.

Listening to NOW WHAT’s Spotify podcasts.

Thoughts Actions

MOTIVATED
WISE
PEACE OF MIND



Loyalty

Is this something I want to keep in
my life as I navigate my 20s?

How can I effectively share my
knowledge and experience with
others?

Reflect on the positive impacts of the
services. 

Implementing what they’ve learned through
NOW WHAT’s interconnected community.

Follow NOW WHAT on social media and Spotify
to stay up-to-date and in touch with the
community. 

Recommend experiences to family and friends. 

Thoughts Actions

ENLIGHTENED
CONTENT 
GRATEFUL



strategic overview

E-commerce Site
Launch

Instagram Page 
 Launch

Spotify Channel
Launch

OOH Spotify Ad
Rollout

Podcast & Merchandise
Promo via Instagram

Weekly Podcast
Episode Rollout

Card Game Launch in
Bricks & Mortar Stores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

asset launch timeline

4 posts/week



communication

The role of our Instagram is to build an online community.
Instagram will inform the audience about upcoming events and
promote NOW WHAT’s podcast. Instagram will also advertise
the AI art created on their website by community members. 

Our promotional methods will allow us to raise
awareness of our brand and be a way to get our
message across to a community. The goal is to find
methods to reach out to our target in a more intimate
and personal setting (i.e. universities and bookstores).

With the help of Spotify, our podcast will provide an inclusive
audio experience to our fellow 20-something listeners. Relatable
stories, concerns, and topics will be discussed throughout the
episodes as a way of not only starting important conversations
but finding solutions to the daily struggles we face. Our podcast
will also allow individuals to share their personal experiences
with the community via our IG page. 

This platform is the main hub for all things NOW
WHAT. Individuals can shop the latest merch, find
mental health professionals that are tailored to their
needs, learn about the brand, and find other useful
resources. The brand will also collaborate with Dall-E
integration to create AI-generated artwork, based on
the individual's personal experiences. 

podcast.website.

socials.advertising.



brand identity  
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the podcast  





Episode 3: Let's get Real
Person 1: 
Happy muh-f***ing Monday, listeners! I'm [name] and I'm here
with my co-host [name].

Person 2: 
Heyyy! Today, we have a very special guest on our show. She's
a writer, photographer, and activist who has a lot to share with
us about how she navigated her journey from Pakistan to
Canada.

Person 1: 
That's right, [name]. We're talking to Samra Habib, a queer
Muslim of colour who immigrated to Canada. She'll be sharing
her unique perspective with us. Before we dive into the
discussion, we wanna talk about why this conversation is so
important. Representation and diversity are crucial in today's
society, especially in the media industry. People like Samra are
paving the way for others to see themselves in the media and
feel seen and heard.

Person 2: 
Absolutely, [name]. And in addition to her impressive career,
Samra is also the author of "We Have Always Been Here: A Queer
Muslim Memoir," which was a finalist in the Canada Reads
competition in 2020. Her story is powerful and inspiring.

Person 1: 
And that's exactly why we wanted to have her on our show. We
want to hear more about her experiences and learn from her
perspective. We can't wait to hear what she has to say. So, let's
jump right in!

Person 2: 
Welcome, Samra! We're so excited to have you on our show
today.

Samra Habib: 
Thank you for having me! I'm thrilled to be here.

Person 1: 
So, Samra, can you start by telling us a little bit about your
background and how you became an activist and writer?









the card game  











Rules of the game. 

The game must be played with a minimum of 2 players. 
Each deck contains questions ranked at three levels of
vulnerability: Easy, Medium, and Hard. 
One at a time, players will pick a question card. 
If the question is answered truthfully, the player gets to
keep the card and its allocated points. 

 Easy Card = 1 point
 Medium Card = 2 points
 Hard Card = 3 points

 Players continue to open up, answer questions, and
collect points. 
 At the end of the game, the player with the most
collected points wins. 

1.
2.

3.
4.

a.
b.
c.

5.

6.
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